Can games make lectures fun (and still teach)?
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Introduction

There is an increasing body of research demonstrating that game-based
learning can be an effective tool for engagement and learning [1-6].
However, adoption in higher education is often limited [7]. This study
reports on the use of Kahoot [8], a free online quiz game, in Creative
Digital Media web development classes in TU Dublin Blanchardstown.
Creative students can find technical subjects challenging and struggle to
remain engaged in class [9]. This study seeks to find whether the use of
Kahoot can increase class participation and engagement with the subject
matter, and enhance learning, understanding and recall of the material.

Methods

Kahoot quizzes were used in lectures and as assignments (see below) in
Year 1 Web Development modules over two consecutive years.
Questions were based on course content, and designed around the
higher levels of Bloom’s taxonomy [10]. At the end of the module, 116
students responded to a detailed Google survey. Quantitative and
qualitative data were collected on student attitudes to Kahoot, their
perceived learning and engagement, preferences for Kahoot features,
reflections on uses of Kahoot for assignments, and opinions on potential
applications of the tool in the classroom.

Formative assessment

Engagement
“I feel it makes it more
fun, you can connect
with the lecturer and
adds a social element
and creates more
involvement”

Methods:
Kahoot quizzes were used for content review, to introduce new
concepts, or to test learning at higher Bloom’s levels (e.g.
application or evaluation). The features of music, timers,
nicknames, competition and leaderboards were used to engage
students, who could participate individually or in pairs.
Results:
of students said that a Kahoot quiz makes
lectures more interesting

“It made learning an
area in web dev
different and fun”

“I like the fact that it gets
the whole class involved
and makes it easier and
more fun to learn”

“Lectures in all subjects
are usually quite dry and
lack interaction. I feel
that the quiz gave us
something fun to engage
with, beyond simple note
taking”
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Methods:
Kahoot ‘responses’ (how many selected each option) were used to
provide immediate formative feedback. After each question, the
correct answer was summarised, incorrect answers were explained,
and misconceptions were clarified. Module instruction could then
be tailored based on student understanding.
“The lecturer's
explanations on each of
Results:
the correct/incorrect
options in a Kahoot quiz
question also make
of students said that remedial
much more sense as
feedback/explanations after each question helped
there's a visual
representation of what is
them understand concepts better
wrong and what is right
said that if they get a question wrong in Kahoot,
they learn from their mistake and are more likely
to remember it in future

said that Kahoot quizzes encourage class
participation and engagement with their fellow
students
Conclusions and implications for teaching:
Kahoot was enjoyed by students, with 56 out of 57 asking
for more Kahoots. However, quizzes should be used
judiciously to avoid ‘Kahoot fatigue’ [11]. The main factors
driving engagement were competition and nicknames.
Team playing mode can further enhance engagement.

Conclusions and implications for teaching:
Focused and early feedback is a powerful way to embed learning
[12,13]. Kahoot offers a safe and anonymous space to fail,
encouraging students to ‘have a go.’ Immediate remedial feedback ensures misconceptions are not allowed to solidify, and
students can identify any gaps in their own understanding.

Results of using

Revision
“It felt like you weren’t
really learning but then
when it came to exam or
completing labs I
remembered the
answers from the quiz”

Results:
“I felt it helped greatly in
preparing for our
summer test”

of students said they found the revision quizzes
helped them to remember information
said they wanted to use Kahoot as a revision quiz
in preparation for exams

“I feel Kahoot is a fun
interactive way of
revising topics that could
be challenging if done
individually instead of a
group”

of students took the quizzes again in their own
time for independent revision
Conclusions and implications for teaching:
A revision quiz is an effective way to use a Kahoot quiz.
Students can identify what they need to work on before an
exam, and a lecturer can identify any topics that need more
explanation and better plan future lessons.

Summary and general conclusions

Methods:
Students were given an assignment to work in groups to
create their own Kahoot revision quiz, based on the
previous six web development lectures.
Results:
of students found creating ‘incorrect options’
challenging
found peer communication and collaboration
challenging
Yet…
said that this exercise was useful for their learning
and revision
Conclusions and implications for teaching:
Creating a Kahoot quiz is an effective learning and revision
tool as it helps to consolidate deeper learning. The process of
finding credible distractors helps students to evaluate complex
topics, and clarify concepts in their own mind.

Based on student feedback and lecturer observations, Kahoot and similar game-based learning tools have a significant potential
to enhance student engagement, learning and formative assessment in third level classes. Further empirical studies are planned
to determine whether this tool can also improve summative assessment results. If you would like to discuss this research
further, or explore potential collaboration, please contact the author at the address above.
References: https://tinyurl.com/y8zknteb

“I feel weekly quizzes are
a huge help as I can know
where I’m going wrong
every week”

“Being used as a lecture
tool is good as it helps
include people in the
learning process instead
of just listening to the
information which can be
easily forgotten”

Self-learning

as a tool for…

Methods:
Kahoot quizzes were used as a revision aid before exams, with
questions based on course material. Kahoot’s detailed tables
of responses allowed identification of areas of weakness
(individual and class) that could then be addressed.

on the screen”

“Having to create the
questions was a way to
force myself to study
and creating the
incorrect answers made
me question which were
the right one first”

“Participating in the
Kahoot group quiz was
useful because it made
me look back at previous
lectures in order to come
up with the questions for
the quiz. Alongside I was
doing revision that was
important for the
module”

“The hardest part of this
process was trying to
come up with incorrect
answers but as I worked
in a group it was helpful
reading everyone else’s
questions”

